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The T Hotel ranks second, Top 10 hotels for Romance in China
from TripAdvisor’s Travelers’ Choice 2017
(February 3, 2017 – Hong Kong) The T Hotel, a training hotel operated by students of the Hotel and
Tourism Institute (HTI), a VTC member institution, ranks second among Top 10 hotels for Romance
in China by the popular TripAdvisor’s Travelers’ Choice 2017. The T Hotel is the ONLY hotel in
Hong Kong being awarded in the category.
“Guests found the hotel particularly romantic, not only because our hotel overlooks the dramatic
western shoreline of the Hong Kong Island, beyond which lie the East Lamma Channel and islands
in western Hong Kong, but one can also indulge in the most stunning sunset scene ever.” said Mr
Alan IP, Deputy Manager (Hotel Operations & Training) of The T Hotel located in the tranquil
Southern District of the Hong Kong Island with the Béthanie Chapel, a Grade II historic building, in
the neighborhood. “Our guests will naturally associate such a setting with romance or even marriage,”
he added.
“Our students also play a role in making the training hotel memorable for couples.” Alan further
explained, “To allow our guests to have a pleasant stay at the T Hotel and enjoy their special
occasion, our students will arrange special amenities such as heart shape towels, rose petals,
chocolates in the rooms for couples who are checking in to celebrate their anniversary.”
With the intimate services provided by our students, The T Hotel is also awarded one of the Top 25
hotels in China in the 2017 award list. The T Hotel is consistently being ranked top 10 overall among
the seven hundred and more hotels in Hong Kong. The remarkable comments and ratings by global
travelers have distinguished The T Hotel as one of the exclusive hotels to receive TripAdvisor’s
Certificate of Excellence and Travelers’ Choice for 5 consecutive years since 2012.
The T Hotel is the training venue for students of the HTI to acquire authentic work experience.
Services ranging from room reservations, check-in/check-out, bell and concierge, in-room dining,
housekeeping to spa therapy are all handled by students under the supervision of experienced
instructors. Through serving travelers from around the world, students can sharpen their language
and communications skills, gain confidence and acquaint themselves with the needs of the customers
from different backgrounds and cultures.
For reservation or further inquiry, please call (852) 3717 7388 (Press “1”) or email to
res-thotel@vtc.edu.hk.
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Hotel and Tourism Institute (HTI)
The Hotel and Tourism Institute (HTI, formerly known as Hospitality Industry Training and
Development Centre) is a member of VTC Group. Established in 1984, HTI aims to provide quality
pre-employment and supervisory training for the hotel, catering and tourism industries. HTI is
furnished with advanced equipment to facilitate practical training in Food and Beverage Service,
Front Office, Housekeeping, Tour Guide & Service Culture and supervisory courses for the industry.
Website: www.hti.edu.hk
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(Image 1) The T Hotel is a remarkable training
platform for students aspiring to work in the hotel
and catering industry

(Image 2) Hotel guests can indulge in the
beautiful sea view or historical Pokfulam village
in the spacious guest rooms.
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(Image 3) The T Hotel is equipped with a
business centre, gymnasium and a training spa to
meet the needs of different guests.

(Image 4) Hotel guests can admire a beautiful view
while enjoying the professional catering service
provided by the students at T Lounge.
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